
Our growing company is hiring for a senior technical program manager. Thank you
in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for senior technical program manager

Management of all technical, schedule, budget, and personnel requirements
for Ticom Geomatics’s NAVAIR Program
Serve as manage for NAVAIR contract(s)
Provide periodic program updates to the customer including quarterly
program reviews capturing technical and program (milestones, expenditures,
risks) execution
Proactively identify risks, develop and execution mitigation strategies as a
partner to Customer representatives in the corresponding specialties of
Information Assurance, Flight Readiness/Fitness for Flight, Global Network
Connectivity
Form and foster customer relationships to develop the strategy and plans to
advance and grow the customer core Multi-INT cross-platform tactical
mission
Translate customer mission needs and opportunities into program strategies,
plans, and requirements
Manage a cross-functional program team comprised of Assistant Program
Managers, System Engineers, Program Analysts, and Subject Matter Experts
(SME’s)
Coordinate with internal functional teams to identify staffing requirements to
fulfill customer objectives
Lead proposal and contract activities including business and technical
responses to customer requests for proposal, drafting of statement of

Example of Senior Technical Program Manager Job
Description
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Manage cross-functional engineering teams, planning and organizing, and
executing complex projects across multiple organizations and stakeholders to
enable the launch of new projects and processes

Qualifications for senior technical program manager

The ideal candidate will have a Bachelor's degree or higher in a technical field
Experience with XML, SOAP, REST and HTTP as a data exchange tool
required
Experience in scoping, timeline creation, project tracking, risk management,
and process improvement
Experience with *nix and ability to write command line scripts
Confident managing information through various interfaces including
SharePoint, MS Project and wiki pages
Proven success in defining and measuring team success via data-driven
metrics & reporting


